Boxart origins, a guided tour – By Vintage Sprue
This item would not have existed without the help of Nicolas Maure, also known under the name of Vintage
Spue. He’s responsible for http://www.esci-diorama.com/, a great site on military diorama’s and everything
ESCI. Nicolas hinted a while ago on a page he made about box art inspirations.
With painstaking research Nicolas was able to hunt down many historic pictures that must have been used as
inspiration for the many ESCI box arts. In particular he pointed at a couple of historic pictures that showed
more than a striking resemblance to the box art of two Matchbox armour kits, the PK-171 and PK-174.
http://www.esci-diorama.com/article-inspirations-photos-de-boxart-124502432.html
The pages are in French, but with Google translate this should be no problem for the English reader. The
pictures below come straight from his site. The similarity between the box art and the photographs is
immediately apparent:

Here we have the box art for both kits. Note that the first edition of PK-171 was released in a typical box type 3
and PK-174 originated in a type 4 box design. PK-171 was later also released in a type 4 box. For both kits the
box art was drawn by Doug Post.

PK-171 – Sd.Kfz.11 half track, 7,5cm Pak 40 gun and BMW R.75 with sidecar

PK-174 – M19 Tank Transporter 45 Tons

Let’s have a closer look at the pictures and what we can learn from them.

PK-171 box art inspiration
The picture of the BMW R.75 with sidecar could be traced on the AFRIKA KORPS FORUM under DAK Vehicle
Photo's of all types.
http://afrikakorps.forumcrea.com/
Index » DAK Photography And Document » DAK Vehicle Photo's all types

Ok, the resemblance is clear. Up to the way the driver’s sleeves have been rolled up.

A black and white version of the same photograph is also shown on the ‘Lexicon der Wehrmacht’ site with the
caption: BMW R 75 der 21. Panzer-Division in der Wüste.
http://www.lexikon-der-wehrmacht.de/Gliederungen/Panzerdivisionen/21PD.htm

The PK-171 kit was released in 1977. Remember that there was no Internet at that time at which these
pictures could have circulated.
So how did these pictures show up at Doug
Post’s drawing board in 1977?
The picture most likely appeared in a
propaganda book called “Balkenkreuz über
Wüstensand”, first issued in 1943. It has the
subtitle “Farbbilderwerk des Deutschen
Afrikakorps.This 160-pages hardcover book
was published by a Luftwaffe propaganda
unit that was attached to the Afrikakorps.
The book was published in 1943 by the
Stalling Verlag in Oldenburg, Germany.
A later release of this book even has the
picture of the BMW R.75 with sidecar on its
cover.

This original photo book with about 100 photographs, many of which in full color, was likely an ideal resource
back in 1977.

PK-174 box art inspirations
In order to be able to do some proper research it’s good to know that the M-19 tank transporter combination
was also known as the M20 Diamond T prime mover (tractor unit) with M9 Rogers trailer.
The Diamond T Motor Car Company was an American automobile manufacturer from Chicago. Rogers was also
an American company who specialized in the construction of trailers.
The Diamond T Motor Car Company built about 6550 M19 tank transporters between 1941 and 1945 to British
specifications. The USA and the Soviet Union also used these vehicles. The combination of M20 tractor and 45
ton Rogers M9 trailer was capable of transporting all tanks then in use.
The picture of an M-19 towing a Churchill tank that was most likely the inspiration for the PK-174 box art was
found in the online collection of the Imperial War Museums (IWM).
http://www.iwm.org.uk/collections/search
These item are available to share and reuse under the terms of theIWM Non Commercial Licence. Which is
great for non-commercial use like modeling clubs.

The picture below shows a Diamond T tank-transporter towing a Churchill tank at the REME experimental
recovery section at Aborfield, Berkshire, 7 April 1943.

The pose of the transporter, digging through thick mud, is exactly as seen on the box of PK-174.

The other picture referred to by Nicolas depicts a Diamond T picking up an LCT at Antwerp harbor. In the
background we can clearly see the hangars at the Scheldekaai which is a dead giveaway for the location. The
picture was shared on a modeling forum around the topic of LCM’s being transported on tank transporters.

Apparently the LCM’s were required for the Rhine crossing and tank transporters like the “Dragon wagon” and
the M-19 were used to move them across the land.
Another picture reveals what kind of undertaking this must have been. I think this picture came from Life
magazine:

But anyway, what matters is that the markings on the Diamond T in the picture taken at Antwerp Scheldekaai
clearly resemble the boxart for PK-174.

Not only the white star and the emblem on the door but also the markings on the bumper show a big
resemblance.
That’s it for these two kits. Next time you look at box art you may wonder, did I see that before? The pages on
http://www.esci-diorama.com/ show a lot more comparisons between original pictures and non-Matchbox
box art. However, that’s beyond the scope of this tour!
Does it spoil the magic knowing some of the origins of box art drawings? Perhaps, but it also adds an extra
dimension knowing that it’s not always pure fantasy but can be rooted in historic photographic material.
Roy Huxley once explained that the drawing box art is no pick nick. More often than not it’s late work against a
tight deadline. Once a kit is commissioned the design needs to be ready for the kits to roll off the production
line. And the box art is needed for catalogues in various languages as well. So getting the box art done is hard
work under pressure. Any pictures of the subject therefore help a lot in getting a correct representation done
in the nick of time.

